Board Directors

President: Mark Ostrem, MD
Vice President: Vishal Kuchaculla, MD
Secretary: Ralph Santoro, MD, CMD
Treasurer: Anu Walaliyadda, MD, CMD
Immediate Past Presidents: Christopher Joncas, MD, CMD and Wayne Saltsman, MD, PhD, CMD, FACP

Board Members:

Catherine Boyd, PA-C, MS, RRT
Patricia Chace, MD, CMD
Karl Dauphinais, MD
Jeffrey Kagan, MD
Christine Medros, MS, ANP-BC
Asif Merchant, MD, CMD, FACP
Donna Montesi, NP
Roger C. Schutt, DO, CMD
Dan Tollman, MD, FHM
Susana Viera, NP
Bethany Vrouhas, NP, AGNP-C
Chun-Rui Ray Zhao, MD, CMD